
 

 

Directions  
to  

L’Ea di Lavru 
 
 
L'Ea di Lavru holiday complex is located in Via Monte Contros 21 - Porto San Paolo 
 

To reach it: 

• Digit “L’Ea di Lavru” (and not Via Monte Contros) on Google 

• Coordinates for your GPS: latitude 40.873582, longitude 9.621625 

 

From Olbia Airport  

 

Leaving Olbia Airport (from car hire) follow the exit signs and, at the roundabout, turn right direction 
Murta Maria (joining the roundabout you will see on the corner, of your left hand side, the "Jazz 

Hotel"). Follow the sign post for San Teodoro. You are now on the SS125. Drive ahead and you 

will pass a huge roundabout, where the big Conad Mall is located. After a few kilometres you will 

cross ”Murta Maria” hamlet (here as well you have to cross a small roundabout). Keep driving on 
until you come down a steep hill to Porto San Paolo. You will notice, on your right-hand side, a rock 
with the inscription “Loc. Monte Contros”: do not turn there!!!!  Keep driving for further 500 metres 
and, exactly at “Porto San Paolo” white signpost, turn right into that narrow street (Via Tiziano). 
Drive amidst the houses till the bottom of this little and short street and eventually turn on the right 

into Via Donatello. After driving for about 200 metres turn again at the first on the right uphill into 

Via Bernini. Finally at the end, and on top, of Via Bernini, turn still uphill to the left: this is Via 

Monte Contros. You have to drive uphill for about 300 metres until, on your left, you will pass by 

some sheltered parking spaces. Immediately after (about 20 metres further on), on your left-hand 
side you will read chiselled on a granite wall “L'Ea di Lavru”. (The small ceramic sign shows:  
“Monte Contros number 21”). 

 

From Olbia Port  

 

Follow the signs Nuoro/Sassari/Cagliari. The next signs will be Nuoro/Cagliari/Sassari/Murta 

Maria. Follow the directions of Murta Maria and Costa Smeralda airport. Once you pass by 

the airport, southbound towards San Teodoro, and just 500 metres after the airport access road, 

you will cross a huge roundabout, where the big Conad Mall is located. Keep driving ahead and, 

after a few kilometres, you will cross ”Murta Maria” hamlet (here as well you have to cross a small 
roundabout). Keep driving on until you come down a steep hill to Porto San Paolo. You will notice, 
on your right-hand side, a rock with the inscription “Loc. Monte Contros”: do not turn there!!!!  
Keep driving for further 500 metres and, exactly at “Porto San Paolo” white signpost, turn right 
into that narrow street (Via Tiziano). Drive amidst the houses till the bottom of this little and short 

street and eventually turn on the right into Via Donatello. After driving for about 200 metres turn 

again at the first on the right uphill into Via Bernini. Finally at the end, and on top, of Via Bernini, 

turn still uphill to the left: this is Via Monte Contros. You have to drive uphill for about 300 

metres until, on your left, you will pass by some sheltered parking spaces. Immediately after (about 
20 metres further on), on your left hand side you will read chiselled on a granite wall “L'Ea di 
Lavru”. (The small ceramic sign shows:  “Monte Contros number 21”). 

 



 

 
From Alghero Airport  

 

Turn left out of the car park and then right signposted for Sassari. On leaving the Sassari area, 

stay on the road SS131 to Cagliari then, after about 20/25 Km, turn off on the SS597 to Olbia. 

Once you reach Olbia follow the signs for the airport. At the airport follow the signpost for San 

Teodoro. You are now on the SS125. Drive ahead and you will pass a huge roundabout, where is 

located the big Conad Mall. After a few kilometres you will cross ”Murta Maria” hamlet (here as well 

you have to cross a small roundabout). Keep driving on until you come down a steep hill to Porto 
San Paolo. You will notice, on your right-hand side, a rock with the inscription “Loc. Monte Contros”: 
do not turn there!!!!  Keep driving for further 500 metres and, exactly at “Porto San Paolo” white 
signpost, turn right into that narrow street (Via Tiziano). Drive amidst the houses till the bottom of 

this little and short street and eventually turn on the right into Via Donatello. After driving for 

about 200 metres turn again at the first on the right uphill into Via Bernini. Finally at the end, and 

on top, of Via Bernini, turn still uphill to the left: this is Via Monte Contros. You have to drive 

uphill for about 300 metres until, on your left, you will pass by some sheltered parking spaces. 
Immediately after (about 20 metres further on), on your left-hand side you will read chiselled on a 
granite wall “L'Ea di Lavru”. (The small ceramic sign shows:  “Monte Contros number 21”). 

 

From Cagliari Airport  

 

Leave Cagliari Elmas airport following the directions to the SS 131. Once you have joined it drive 
northbound towards Oristano - Nuoro - San Teodoro. Once you read the signpost "San Teodoro" 
leave the SS 131 and follow the road (SS 125) towards Porto San Paolo. Cross the green 
roundabout in Porto San Paolo (always keeping the northbound direction of the SS 125) and 
proceed slowly towards Murta Maria/Olbia. At about 500 metres, after leaving the roundabout of 
Porto San Paolo,  you will read (watch carefully!), on your left hand side, the signpost "Porto San 

Paolo". Turn left onto that small street named Via Tiziano (the beginning of this street is exactly 

at “Porto San Paolo” white signpost). Drive amidst the houses till the bottom of this little and 

short street and then turn on the right into Via Donatello. After driving for about 200 metres turn 

again at the first on the right into Via Bernini. Finally at the end, and on top, of Via Bernini, turn 

uphill to the left: this is Via Monte Contros. You have to drive uphill for about 300 metres until, 

on your left, you will pass by some sheltered parking spaces. Immediately after (about 20 metres 
further up) on your left-hand side you will read, chiselled on a granite wall, “L'Ea di Lavru”. (The 

small ceramic sign shows:  “Monte Contros number 21”). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Parking at L’Ea di Lavru  

 

There are 3 parking areas. Please take notice that if you wish to use the third parking space at the 
end of the village, you must be very careful as you will drive very close to rocks where you may 
scratch your car. So I suggest to use this third area only if you have a small car and if you are a 
skilled driver ☺. Should for any reason the guests cars be scratched or damaged during their 
manoeuvres the property will not answer for any claim. Cars should be parked with care, so as 
not to block the paths: please park in a herring bone pattern. Please do not park in proximity of 
the dustbins as the operators need that space for their manoeuvres. You can also park outside L’Ea 
di Lavru, considering that the area is safe and the street is at local low traffic.  
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